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Abstract. Structural aspects of the Bechgaard salts (TMTSF)2X and related 2:1 salts.

mostly based
on

the sulfur donors TMTTF and BCPOITF as
well as on

the hybrid TMDTDSF

dorlor, are
considered in relationship with their physical properties. The basic structure of these

softs is revie~ved with a
special emphasize

on
the dimerization of the organic stack and on

the

disorder of the aurons
IX). 0lhen the density waves

instabilities driven by the donor stacks are

discussed It is shown
in

particular that (0lM0lSF)2PF6 exhibits
a

rrixed 2kF CDW-SDW

ground state. The 4kF charge localization phenoinena and the 2kF instability of the organic

stacks are
described in relationship with the structural dimerization and the importance of

Coulomb interactions. In the strong charge localization case
the spm Peierls mstabilities of

(TMTTF)2PF6 and of (BCPTTF)2PF6 are more
particularly detailed. General aspects of the

amon ordering transitionq exhibited by salts with non
centrosymmetrical aurons are

pointed Dut

as
well as

the influence of such transitions on
the electronic properties. Finally the relevance of

these structural features is
briefly discussed by corrparing the Bechgaard softs serres' of quasi-one

dimensional conductors to the family of t~vo dirrensional (BEDOITTF)2X conductors.

1. Introduction

The first organic material exhibiting conducting properties was
prepared in 1954 by exposing

trie perylene molecule to bromine. However it was only with trie synthesis of the electron

acceptor TCNQ (tetracyanoquinodimethane) in 1960 and trie finding of a room temperature

electrical conductivity of
+~

100 S/cm in trie charge transfer salts Qn-(TCNQ)2 and NMP-

TCNQ that trie field of organic conductors really opeiied. One of trie main pioneers of this

field was Schegolev and his school Ill. Then the synthesis of the electron donor TTF (tetrathia-

fulvalene) in 19î2 and the report at that time of a high increase of conductivity do~N.n to 60 Ii in

TTF-TCNQ was at the origm of a world wide interest for the organic conductors. In these first

generation charge transfer salts the metallic properties coula not be maintained clown to low

temperature because of the occurrence of a Peierls metal-msulator phase transition. In such

one
dimensional (lD) conductors this transition is driven by the mstability of the electron gas

(*) Author for correspondence le-mail: pouget<tblps.u-psud.fr)

(**) (CNRS URA 2)
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to~&,ards the formation of charge density waves (CDW) at trie critical wave vector 2kF (kF is trie
Fermi wave vector of trie 1D electron gas) [2-4]. A real break through occurred en 1980 with
trie stabilization of trie metallic state under pressure aria trie discovery of organic superconduc-
tivity at T~

+~
K in (TMTSF)2 PF6, which is based on trie tetramethyltetraselenafulvalene

donor. With dilferent monovalent anions X such as PF6, Cl04, Re04, N03; a whole family
of quasi-lD conductors, now known as trie Bechgaard salts, and which present an impressive

number of novel physical features and new electronic ground states, were synthesized [3, Si. A
major advance

was also made, in trie middle of trie 80's, with trie synthesis of 2D organic con-
ductors based

on trie TTF derivative BEDTTTF Ibis (ethylenedithio) tetrathiafulvalenej which
exhibited a T~ approaching and even overcoming trie "10 K barrier" in fl-(BEDTTTF)213 and

K-(BEDTTTF)2Cu(SCN)2 and CU N(CN)2Br là, 6j. Up to now trie superconductivity is found

m more than 50 organic compounds. Two others important families of organic superconductors
are trie quasi-lD salts based on trie metal-organic acceptor complexes M(dmit)2 (M

=
Ni, Pd),

with a highest T~ of 6.5 K là, îj, and trie 3D alkali-metal C60 fullerides exhibiting a T~ as high
as 32 K in Rb2CsC60 Î8j.

Becau~e of the instability of the ID electron gas towards the formation of 2kF CD~V or
2kF spm density waves (SDW)

or even, in presence of strong electron-electron repulsions,
towards the formation of 41.F CDW, very complex phase diagrams ai-e exhibited by the quasi-

ID organic charge transfert salts. Due to the presence, in these "soft" orgamc salts, of a 1~~
order electron-phonon coupling the 2kF and 4kF electronic CDW instabilities are accompanied

by a modulation of the molecular positions at the same critical ~vave vector. These structures

are also, because of the divergence of the response function of the electronic degrees of freedom,
very sensitive to various kinds of disorder. This is particularly the case of structural disorders

associated to orientational degrees of freedom of the anion X (in the case of the Bechgaard salts)
or to conformational degrees of freedom of the organic molecule (in the case of the ethylene
groups of the BEDTTTF molecules). The collective ordering of such degrees of freedom

can
also lead to substantial modifications of the electronic phase diagram. In ail these cases there
is a

subtle interplay between the order-disorder elfects and the electronic properties of the
organic salts [9].

In this paper we present a short
review of these structural aspects in the (TMTSF)2X family

of quasi-1D conductors and its donor derivatives where the prototype crystallographic structure
of the Bechgaard softs is kept. The basic aspects of this structure are considered Section 2.
The mstabilities exhibited by trie metallic organic stack and its ground states will be analysed
Section 3. Trie transitions related to amon ordering elfects ~&,ill be discussed Section 4. Finally
some concluding remarks will be doue Section 5.

2. Basic Structure of the Bechgaard Salts

2.1. THE PROTOTYPE STRUCTURE. TÎ~ese salts crystallize in tl~e triclimc PI space group
with two donors and one anion X per unit cell [10]. Figures la and b show two projections

of trie structure of (TMTSF)2K. Trie TMTSF donors
are related by inversion symmetry

with inversion centers located between trie molecules. They form (a, b) layers which alternate
with the anions X along the

c direction. In the direction (a) of highest conductivity the
molecules form zig-zag stacks which

are shghtly dimerized la feature ~N.hich will be discussed

more explicitly
m

Sect. 2.2). The anions are placed in centrosymmetrical cavities delimited by
the methyl groups of the TMTSF molecules. The location of non centrosymmetrical anions in
these cavities mtroduces a substantial disorder

m the structure, which will be more exphcitly
considered in Section 2.3.
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Fig. 1. Projections of the crystallographic structure of (TMTSF)2X in the la, cl plane la) and the

16, c) plane 16). Only the Se (large grey dots) and C (small black dots) atoms of the TMTSF molecule

are
represented. The grey dots of medium size

between the molecules symbohzes the location of the

aurons X.

The (TMTTF)2K salts built on the S analogue TMTTF (tetramethyltetrathiafulvalene)

donor are
isostructural to trie Bechgaard salts. In the case of (TMDTDSF)2X salts, where the

TMDTDSF molecule is a hybrid of trie TMTTF and TMTSF molecules, there is a random

orientation of the non-centrosymmetrical TMDTDSF molecule m
the structure [11]. In these

latest salts the PT symmetry is only kept on average. In others 2:1 salts made with unsymmet-

rical donors such as
t-TTF (trimethyl Tetra Thia Fulvalene), DMET la hybrid of TMTSF and

BEDTTTF)
or

BCPTTF (Benzo Cyclo Pentyl Tetra Thia Fulvalene) the molecules altemate

in stacking direction, which keeps the inversion symmetry. At the dilference of (TMDTDSF)2

X these PT softs are not disordered.
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Table I. Intrachain transfer integrais, t~i and t~2, and degree of dimerization, /ht~/(t~), of
some (T~ITSF)2X, (TMTTF)2X and (BCPTTF2)X saits caicuiated with singie ( Siater type
orbitais (from Rel. f13/).

Compound conditions tsi (mev) ts2 (mev) Ats/(ts) Reference

295 K, 1 bar 252 209 0.19

(TMTSF)2PF6 4 K, 1 bar 280 254 0.10 (ai
1.7 K, 7 kbars 290 272 0.06

(TMTSF)2Cl04 295 K, 1 bar 258 221 0.15 (a)
7 K, 1 bar 287 266 0.08

(TMTSF)2Re04 295 K. 1 bar 248 215 0.14 (b)
(TMTSF)2N03 295 K, 1 bar 243 224 0.08 (ci
(TMTTF)2PF6 295 K, 1 bar 137 93 0.38 (ai

4 K, 1 bar 146 123 0.17

(TMTTF)2Cl04 295 K. 1 bar 140 100 0.33 (b)
(TMTTF)2Br 295 K, 1 bar 133 119 0.Il (ai

(BCPTTF)2PF6 295 K, 1 bar 118 79 0.40 (d)

[(TMTSF)~_~ (TMTTF)~j2X solid solutions can be also formed. However in trie case of
trie X

=
Re04 sohd solution an altemate order of trie TMTSF and TMTTF molecules along

trie stacking direction, a, as well as in trie b and
c directions is found for x +~

o-à [12]. This
molecular ordering, which doubles the b and c lattice parameters, now breaks the inversion
symmetry of the prototype structure of the Bechgaard salts. This ordered structure however

has not been completely refined.

2.2. THE DIMERIzATION oF THE ORGANIC STACK. Ai the dilference of TTF-TCNQ
orQn- (TCNQ )2 the stacks of organic molecules of the Bechgaard ~alts and related compounds areslightly dimerized. Such

a dimerization
can have very drastic consequences for the electronic

properties of these 2:1 salts because,
as trie reciprocal periodicity 27r la of trie stack corresponds

to trie 4kF critical wave vector of trie 1D correlated electron gas, trie lattice elfects
can enhance

trie charge localization phenomena which will be considered in Section 3.2.
In trie hterature trie dimerization of trie zig-zag stack is often quantified by trie dilfer-

ence of distances between trie average molecular planes along
a (2(d2 di )la

+~

0.8% in
(TMTSF)2PF6). However such an analysis ignores that a significant dimerization

can be also
produced by a shift of the molecules transverse to the stack direction. As both kinds of dis-
placement

can comparably affect the intrastack electromc interactions, trie dimerization
con

be better quantified by trie calculation of intermolecular transfer mtegrals along trie di (t~i)
and d2 (t~2) bonds defined Figure la. Table I gives these t~~ for trie donor's HOMO in trie
framework of trie extended Hückel theory when trie anionic potential is neglected [13]. Trie
relative dilference 2(t~i t~2 )/(t~i + t~2) % /ht~ /(t~) allows to define trie degree of dimerization

of trie stack. Table I shows
m particular that trie dimerization:

. increases from trie "Se" to trie "S" donors
:

TMTSF
-

TMTTF, BCPTTF,

.
decreases when trie lattice contracts ii.

e upon coohng or under pressure),
. varies with the shape of the anion ii.

e
decreases along the sequence PF6

-
Cl04, Re04

-N03, Br).
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The non regularity of the organic columns seems to be caused by steric constraints exercised

by the anions on the donor layers. In this respect an enhanced dimerization is observed in

TMTSF and TMTTF salts with large anions such as X
=

Re6Se5Clg [14j.
Figure la shows that trie anions face trie bonds where trie di intermolecular distance is trie

shortest. This implies that along trie stack trie "di dimers", where trie p« conduction electron

density is enhanced, experience a stronger Coulomb repulsion from trie anions than trie "d2
interdimers" bonds. Trie decrease of trie dimerization found upon cooling or under pressure

will thus reduce trie Coulomb repulsions between trie p« electrons and trie anionic siiblattice.

2.3. THE ANION DISORDER. In tl~e BecÎ~gaard salis tl~e metl~yl groups of tl~e organic
TMTSF or TMTTF molecules delimit centrosymmetrical cavities where trie anions are located.

Trie varions aurons which thus can be accommodated in such cavities can be dassified according
to their symmetry: spherical (Br~), octahedral (PFj. Asfj, Sbfj,...), tetrahedral (Cloj,
BFj, Reoj,...), triangular (NO[)

or linear (SCN~). Trie available structural data show that

these anions stand on inversion centers at least at room temperature (RT). In trie case of

centrosymmetric (spherical
or octahedral) anions this location does not introduce any disorder

m
trie structure. In trie case of non centrosymmetric (tetrahedral, triangular or linear) anions

trie resulting conflict is generally considered to imply some sort of structural disorder with two

(or more) orient~tions of the anions so that the inversion centers are present on average only.
In these salts an orientatioiial ordering of the anions generally occurs at low temperature. It is

achieved by the formation of superstructures through structural phase transitions which will

be discussed more explicitly in Section 4. Such anion ordering transitions affect sizeably the

electronic structure.

The RT anion disorder seems to be special to the (TMTSF)2X and (TMTTF)2X families.

In others compounds built with dilferent donors the non centrosymmetric anions are found to

be already ordered at RT. For example it is found a staggered orientation of trie tetrahedral

anions which doubles trie
a lattice periodicity in (t-TTF)2Cl04 and BF4 and trie b and c lattice

periodicities in (BEDTTTF)2Re04. The RT orientational disorder seems to be the signature
of a weak anion-donor interactions, probably due to the location of trie anions m well isolated

cavities formed by trie methyl groups of trie TMTSF and TMTTF molecules.

Trie outer (O or
FI atoms of trie anion tend to establish contacts Ii.e. bonds) with trie S

or Se atoms of trie two inversion symmetry related organic molecules (labelled I and II in Fig.
1b). Such contacts determine trie orientation of trie amon in trie cavity (Fig. 2). There are

two contacts in trie case of trie PFj octahedral anion, one contact in trie case of trie CIO[

or ReO[ tetrahedral anioii and nearly no contact in trie case of small anions such as Br~ or

NO[. Trie degree of dimerization of trie orgamc stack apparently increases with trie number

of such contacts (Tab. 1).

3. The Donor Stack Instabilities and Associated Ground States

3.1. THE BECHGAARD SALTS. Trie (TMTSF)2X softs are quasi-ID conductors. Optical
conductivity shows that at RT the electronic transport is coherent only along the stock direction

[3, 5j. Figure 3 gives a schematic representation of the donor's HOMO electromc dispersion in

this direction. Trie band structure is folded at +7rla because of the stack dimerization. At

the Brillouin zones boundaries the gap 2/h[ is due to trie ineqmvalence between trie di and d2

bonds (ail trie molecular sites, which are related by inversion symmetry, are
equivalent). In

trie framework of trie tight binding description of trie bond structure one bas:

à~
~

Îtsl ts2 + VI ÎàÎ Il)
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Fig. 3. Schematic representation of the
one electron baud dispersion of the Bechgaard salts

inchain direction. The dashed fine shows the effect of the dimerization of the organic stack
on the band

structure,

where t~i(t~2) and I§ (V2) are trie intra (inter) aimer transfer integrals and di(d2 bond poten-
tials (mostly due to anions) respectively. Trie transfer of one electron to each anion leaves o-à
noie on average per donor. In absence of dimerization trie conduction band will be 3/4 filled.
With trie formation of one aimer per chain repeat unit, giving use to two HOMO hke bands
per Brilloum zone, trie upper band is half filled ii.

e kF
=

+7r/2a
m Fig. 3). In this case trie

critical wave vector 2kF of trie CDW
or SDiV instability is at 7rla. Interchain coupling elfects

(fi become relevant at low temperature [15j. However trie amsotropy of transfer integrals
islarge enough (ti /(t~)

+~

1/10)
so that trie warped Fermi surface

remams opened.
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Fig. 4. Temperature dependence of the 2kF CDW (top) and spm Peierls (bottom) response func-

tions of (TMTSF)2PF6 and (TMTTF)2PF6 respectively.

3.1.1. 2kF CDW Fluctuations. X-ray diffuse scattering investigations of (TMTSF)2PF6 and

AsF6 Î16j reveal below about 1î5 150 K trie presence of weak 2kF diffuse fines at large

scattering wave vectors (Qjj
+~

2.5 4.5 a*) in trie reciprocal space. Such a diffuse scattering,

already observed in others TMTSF charge transfer softs, like TMTSF-DMTCNQ il?], is trie

signature of a displacive instability of the TMTSF stack driven by the 2kF CDW instability

of its lD electron gas. However at the dilference of TMTSF-DMTCNQ the 2kF scattering of

(TMTSF)2PF6 and AsF6 does not exhibit a
critical behavior leading to a CDW Peierls ground

state upon cooling down. The intrachain CDW correlation length remains limited at
+~

10 À

(slightly more thon the chain periodicity a =
7.3 À) and the 2kF X-ray diffuse scattering

peak intensity, even
corrected by trie thermal population factor (I/T), decreases below about

50 K and vanishes at low temperature (Fig. 4). It is interesting to remark that trie lD 2kF

structural fluctuations vanish in trie temperature range where a 2D or 3D regime of critical

SDW fluctuations, probed by NMR [18j, builts up. However bet~N.een about 20 Il and 150 Ii trie

2kF CDW and SDW fluctuations coexist. Trie non observation of 2kF structural fluctuations

below 20 K does not necessarily mean that the electromc CDW response function vanishes. It

could be that the electronic mstability becomes decoupled from the lattice degrees of freedom.

In the next part we
shall see that there are evidences of a survival of the electronic CDW below

TN in (Tà~TSF)2PF6.

3.1.2. Tire Ground State of (TMTSF)2PF6 (TMTSF)2PF6 undergoes at TN
=

12 K a metal-

insulator phase transition which suggests the occurrence of a 2kF density wave
ground state.

The spin susceptibility amsotropy [19j, the observation of an
antiferromagnetic resonance [20j

and the measurement of a local field by NMR and pSR [21j prove the magnetic nature of this

ground state. The magnetic periodicity has not yet been detected by elastic neutron scattering.

However two mdependent proton NMR experiments suggest a
sinusoidal SDW modulation of

wave vector qsDw =
(0.5, 0.20 0.24, ?) and of amplitude 0.08/tB Î22j. This mcommensurate

SDW collectively slides under the action of an
electric field [23j.

The metal-msulator phase transition of (TMTSF)2PF6 can be caused [5j by the nesting of

its Fermi surface by the qsDw wave vector, with a gap opemng due to the onset of a
periodic

2kF exchange potential, as
predicted long time ago by Slater [24j. This mechanism, analogous
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Fig. 5. X-ray patterrls from (TMTSF)2PF6 at 10.î K la) and là-à K (b). In lai the long (short)

arro~vs point to~vards the qi(q2) satellite reflections. The
a

axis is
horizontal. The coordinates of the

satellites labelled 1, 2 and 3 in la)
are

(0.5,W,fi)j (0.5,fi, fil and il, 2.5,0) respectively.
with uncertainties of 0.05 along the h and k components aiid of 0.2 along the f comportent. These

X-ray patterns have been taken with the CuKa là
=

1.542 iii radiation without À/2 contamination

(15 kV, 40 rrA) and with an exposure time of 32 hours.

to that of the Peierls transition, must lead to a
2~~ order phase transition. However the

thermal behavior of trie electrical resistivity [25j and of the internai field [21j just below TN

suggests more likely a weak l~~ order phase transition. A 1~~ order magnetic transition generally

occurs m presence of a sizeable magnetoelastic coupling. A possible coupling between the

electromc degrees of fi.eedom and the lattice has beeii also invoked to explain the dynamical

mass enhancement of the SDW condensate [23j and trie large configuration entropy found

by specific heat measurements [26j belol~~ TN- In the purpose to detect a possible coupling
between the SDW and the lattice we hâve performed an X-ray diffuse scattering investigation

of (TMTSF)2PF6 below TN
Figure 5 shows two X-ray patterns taken lai below T~ and (hi above TN- Five weak and

sharp satellite reflections are present below TNT two qi satellites with the a~/2 ii.
e. 2kF)

wave vector component and three q2 satellites with the a* wave vector component. Within

experimental errors one has 2qi
= q2 A computer indexation of the X-ray pattern of Figure 5a

gives the follo~ving components for the qi reduced wave vector:

q[
=

0.50 + 0.05a"

qÎ
"

0.25 + 0.05b*

qÎ
"

0.25 + 0.20c*

Within experimental errors qi corresponds to qsDw determmed by NMR. These satellites

reflections disappear at 13.25 + 0.25 K, which corresponds to the TN of shghtly irradiated

samples [25j. Such satellites ~vere also detected on two others (TMTSF)2PF6 samples (one q2
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satellite on a first sample, four qi and two q2 satellites on a
second sample). The satellite

reflections are always observed near the origiii of the reciprocal space. No qi satellite reflection

is observed at the location of the high temperature 2kF diffuse lines reported in Section 3.1.1.

This means that their structure factor is not that of a diplacive modulation of the organic

stacks.

The qi and q2 satellite reflections are of very weak intensity. One of the strongest satellites

(labelled il) in Fig. Sa has about 10~~ times the intensity of the (loi) main Bragg reflection.

The qi and q2 satellites labelled (2) and (3) in Figure 5a are
respectively two and three

times less intense. These satellite intensities are however much stronger than the intensity

expected froin the X-ray magnetic scattering by the 2kF SDW, for which one can estimate

that IsDw/IBr>gg
~

10~~° [28j. The weakness of the qi satellite intensity and the location

of these satellites near the origin of the reciprocal space suggest that we coula hâve detected

a purely electronic CDW. From the intensity of the satellites il) and (2) one can estimate,

assuming an uniform p« electromc distribution on the central part of the TMTSF molecule~

that the amplitude of such an electronic modulation is of about o-1 electron per molecule.

This value is comparable to trie amplitude (0.08 /tB) of the SD~V. More details can be found

in reference [76j.
A SDW ground state is exhibited by the Cr. In this material the primary SDW modulation

contributes to "2kF" satellite reflections, while a CDW modulation, set by magnetoelastic

coupling with the SDW, gives rise to satellites at twice this wave vector [29j. The ground

state of (Tà~TSF)2PF6 is dilferent in this respect because both the 2kF CD~V (seen by X-ray

scattering) and the 2kF SDW (seen by magnetic measurements) contribute at the primary

modulation. Such a
mixed 2kF CDW-SDW modulation has been considered long time ago

by Overhauser [30j. It can be constructed from the combination of two electromc CDW of

opposite spin, taken, m the simplest case, as sine functions:

ôPilzl
=

)
COS12kFz + ~2l

l~l

ôp
j
lx)

=

? cas(2kFX + ç2 + Ù)
(3)

where fl is the average electronic density and a is a
number < 1. A pure CDW corresponds to

épi + épi, with the two waves m phase (fl =
0). A pure SDW corresponds to épi épi with

the two waves out of phase (fl =
~). A mixed CDW-SDW is obtained for an arbitrary phase

shift fl between épi and épi. The mechamsm by which a mixed 2kF CDW-SDW ground state

is stabilized in (TMTSF)2PF6 is not known. It could be related to the presence of a spm orbit

coupling which is important in the Se based TMTSF molecule.

Such a
mixed charge-spin character of the modulation could be the due to resolve the

discrepancies previously mentionned in the thermodynamics and dynamics of the SDW ground

state of (TMTSF)2PF6. The CDW comportent could be also at the origm of the .~phase

phonons" observed by IR in the SDW ground state of (TMTSF)2SbF6 (31aj. The 2kF CDW

component could be also present in the field induced SDW phases of (TMTSF)2Cl04i some

experiments already show a strong interaction of low energy phonons with the field induced

modulation [31b].

3.2. THE 4kF CHARGE LOCALIZATION

3.2.1. General Featui'es. The electrical conductivity of (TMTSF)2PF6 increases when the

temperature decreases until the occurrence of the TN metal insulator phase transition [3, 25j.

Such is not the case for (TMTTF)2PF6 where after a
broad maximum of conductivity around
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230 K (Tp) the conductivity decreases upon cooling [32j. This behavior recalls that of Qn-
(TCNQ)2 and related TCNQ salts [ii. In all these salts IR vibronic intensity measurements
show that this feature is due to locahzed electrons on the TMTTF [33j or TCNQ [34] molecules,
implying the presence of a gap of charge (2/lp)

on the donor
or acceptor stacks. whose elfect

becomes relevant below Tp
+~

/hp/7r. In Qn-(TCNQ)2 such charge localization effects
weremitially thought to be entirely caused by disorders in the structure iii. However X-ray diffuse

scattering experiments were able to show that such a gap of charge can be also associated
with the formation of a short range 4kF CDW, leading to a local dimerization of the TCNQ
stacks Ii?i. Quasi-ID 4kF CDW diffuse scattering elfects are not detected in (TMTTF)2PFô
and related salts. As the 4kF wave vector of these last salts already amounts to the reciprocal
Îattice periodicity 27r la, the 4kF charge localization

can be associated to the lattice dimerization
previously considered in Section 2.2.

It was soon recognized that the elfects of a gap of charge 2/hp are relevant in the (TMTTF)2K
salts because the 4kF umklapp electron-electron interaction term, 93, whose value mcreases
with both the Coulomb repulsions and the dimerization gap /hD, is strong enough [35j. /hp
was recently calculated, in function of the reduced intraside Coulomb repulsion U/(t~) and the
reduced dimerization /hD/(t~), in the framework of the ID dimerized Hubbard model at 1/4

(or 3/4) band filling [36aj. /hp is estimated [36bj at about (t~) /50 in (TMTSF)2PF6 and at
about (t~)/4 in (TMTTF)2PF6.

With respect to (TMTSF)2PF6, the enhanced value of trie gap of charge
m

(TMTTF)2PF6
(/hp

+~
600 K) [32, 37j is due to both trie mcrease of reduced Coulomb interactions U/(t~) ii-e-

decrease of donor polarizability and of transfer integral (t~)) and of trie reduced dimerization
£iD/(t~) (see Tab. I) from trie TMTSF stack to trie TMTTF stack. A larger gap of charge
is found in (BCPTTF)2PF6 (/hp

+~
1000 K [13dj). Because of that this salt exhibits below

RT
a good decoupling between trie charge and spm degrees of freedom. As a consequence

trie spin susceptibility follows trie Bonner and Fisher thermal dependence of trie S
=

1/2
antiferromagnetic (AF) chain [38j. An enhancement of trie lattice dimenzation, obtained by
mcorporating trie bulkier anion X

=
Re6SesClg

m the (TMTTF)2 X structure, increases by afactor two trie gap of charge (/hp
+~

1300 El .This sait exhibits also to trie Bonner and Fisher
like dependence of trie spin susceptibility with, as expected from trie larger value of /hp, anexchange integral (J

+~
125 Il) [14j slightly less than for (BCPTTF)2PF6 (J

+~
165 Ri [38j.

In all these softs. where trie donors
are related by trie PT inversion symmetry, liD is due to

trie 4kF bond dimerization of trie stack ii-e /h[ defined by il Ii. If trie inversion symmetry is
lost trie molecules become inequivalent and trie dilference of their site energy gives rise to anadditional 4kF contribution (/lÎ) &t /hD. These tl~< components add in quadrature. /lD thus
becomes:

~~
= ~/( ~[j2 + j/~j j2 (~j

The increase of /hD which thus results leads to an enhancement of trie gap of charge 2/hp. This
enhancement (/lp

+~
750 K) is observed in trie [(TMTSF)1-~(TMTTF)~j2Re04 solid solution

where, for
x +~

o-à, an alternate order between the TMTSF and TMTTF molecules breaks
the site equivalence [12j. A similar value of /lp(+~ 750 El is also measured [32, 39j below the(0,1/2,1/2) structural transition of (TMTTF)2SCN where at 160 K the "4kF" order of the
dipolar SCN anions breaks the inversion symmetry of the TMTTF stack.

The dependence of /lD with the size and shape of the anions certainly provides the explana-
tion of the drastic variations of the electromc properties of the (DMET)2X salts isostructural to
the Bechgaard salts [5j. With small aurons such as X

=
PF6 and AsF6 the DMET salts, which

are already semiconducting at RT, bear some resemblance with the "large /hp" (TMTTF)2K
salts. With linear aurons such as X

=
AuC12, AuI2 and Au(CN)2 the DMET salts, which
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Fig. 6. Scherratical representation of the thermal dependence of the 4kF gap of charge (2Ap)
m

(TMTTF)2PF6 and (TMTTF)2SbF6.

exhibit a
metallic behavior down to low temperature, bear some

resemblance with the "small

/hp" (TMTSF)2X salts. As in the Bechgaard salts, these last compounds undergo a supercon-

ducting transition, the former one at ambient pressure and the latter two under pressure.

3.2.2. Tire "Structureless" IransitioI~ of (TMTTF)2SbF6 and Re04. In (TMTTF)2X with

small anions such as X
=

PF6, Cl04, BF4 the electrical conductivity exhibits a
smooth thermal

dependence with a
broad maximum around Tp

+~

220 K [32j. This behavior is due to the

formation of a gap of charge 2/hp whose amplitude gently increases on cooling [33j (Fig. 6).

Such a feature can be ascribed to trie slight increase of the 4kF CDW response of the organic

stack to trie bond dimerizatioii potential /h[ previously considered.

In salts with larger anions such as K
=

SbF6 and Re04 trie electrical conductivity exhibits

a much stronger thermal dependence with a sharp anomaly m its derivative at 154 K [37j

and 225 K [40j respectively (TSL below), which suggests trie occurrence of a phase transitions.

At TSL there is also a divergent like behavior of trie dielectric constant [39j and a break in

trie thermal dependence of the thermopo~N.er [40j. Conductivity and dielectric measurements

suggest the rapid growth of a gap of charge 2/hp below TSL: as
schematically illustrated Figure

6. However various X-ray investigations of (TMTTF)2SbF6 (37, 42j and Re04 (40, 41j were

unable to reveal the formation of additional superlattice reflections or to detect a
significant

variation of intensity of the main Bragg reflections at TSL. Furthermore the refinement of

trie structure of the SbF6 salt on each side of TSL was
unable to reveal important ~tructural

modifications [42j. Such negative structural results tend to accredit trie hypothesis that the

"TSL phase transition' bas a purely electronic origm. Such a
"transition" could be driven by

the "divergence" of the 4kF CDW electronic response function of the organic stack. However

the observation of a
critical behavior requires the nearly absence of the dimerization gap 2/h1>

which is the field conjugated to the 4kF CDW order parameter.

This interpretation implies that the magnitude of lit must decrease when the size
of the

anion mcreases. Among the two contributions at /h[, explicitly given by iii, Vi ii, ~vhich

mostly corresponds to the 4kF bond potential due to the anion sublattice, could vary with the

anion size and nearly compensates t~i t~2 m
the SbF6 salts. This 4kF bond potential. which

is
proportional to the 4kF Fourier component of the aniomc charge distribution, could decrease

when, for larger anions, trie charge will be more
umformly distributed along the stack direction.

A similar decrease of this potential is expected for trie long linear anions in
(DMET)2X.

3.3. THE "2kF" ÎNSTABILITIES

3.3.1. General Aspects. Trie 2kF mstability of trie 2:1 cation radical salts must be discussed

with respect to trie importance of trie 4kF charge localization phenomena previously considered

m
Section 3.2. In absence of a gap of charge the 2kF instability is that exhibited by a1/4 (or
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3/4) filled quasi-ID metal. This is the case of (FA)2PF6 which exhibits a regular 2kF CDW-

Peierls transition at 180 K [43j. Although (FA)2PF6 has a larger structural dimerization

than (TMTSF)2PF6, a 4kF CDiV is certainly not formed because of the efficient screening
of Coulomb interactions due to trie strong polarizability of trie fluorenthene (FA) molecule

composed of four rings.
When there is a sizeable 4kF gap, 2/hp, which freezes trie charge degrees of freedom (one

charge localized per dimer), two kinds of "2kF" ground states, involving trie spin degrees of

freedom, are observed:

.
trie antiferromagnetic (AF) order of trie spins: case of (TMTTF)2Br (TN

=
13 K) and

(t-TTF)2Br (TN
=

33 K);

.
trie pairing of trie spins in a singulet (S

=
0) non-magnetic ground state via a tetrameriza-

tion of trie stack ii-e spin-Peierls (SP) transition): case of (TMTTF)2PF6 (T~p =
15 K) and

(BCPTTF)2PF6 (T~p =
36 K).

In presence of a sizeable 4kF bond localization (case of trie TMTTF and BCPTTF salts)
only trie 2kF bond CDW response survives [44j. This response, strongly enhanced below Tp,
drives trie SP lattice softening when coupled to trie phonons (see next part). However in

presence of an additional 4kF site potential Ii.e li[) trie charge distribution will no longer
be "homopolar" within trie unit cell. Trie ionicity of trie charge distribution will diminish

trie resonating character of trie bonds and thus will decrease trie singularity of trie 2kF bond

response Ii?i. This remark, which explains trie physical properties of trie ordered solid solution

[(TMTSF)1-~(TMTTF)~j2X for ~ +~
o-à, however requires further theoretical investigations.

By continuity trie AF ordeI. evolves towards a 2kF SDW and trie SP distortion evolves

towards a 2kF CDIV when /hp decre~ses. Theory predicts [35, 45j that when /lp decreases the

dominant inst~bility changes from SP to 2kF SDW in agreement with the pressure behavior

of (TMTSF)2PF6 and of (TàITTF)2PF6 Î18j. We have however seen (Sect. 3.1) that in

(TMTSF)2PF6 ID 2kF structural CDW fluctuations survive between 20 Il and 150 Il and that

the 2kF ground state is more complex than a simple SDW modulation. Nearly critical ID "2kF"
structural fluctuations are exhibited by salts with a modest charge locahzation (Tp

+~

100 Iii:

. m
(TMDTDSF)2PF6 2kF fluctuations of intermediate CDW-SP character grow from 150 K

until about 20 K Ill]. Below this temperature, when the 2kF SDW fluctuations begin to

diverge [46j, trie intensity of trie SP fluctuations drops by a factor two;

.
in (TMTTF)2Br1~~eak SP fluctuations grow critically below î0 K before dropping to zero

m
trie AF ground state. Furthermore a preliminary investigation [î6j revems trie formation

below TN(= 13 K), m trie H
=

odd integer layers of main Bragg reflections, of superlattice
reflections which recall trie q2 satellites of (TMTSF)2PF6. However trie satellite reflections of

(TMTTF)2Br
are more intense and are observed at larger scattering wave vectors than the q2

satellites of (TMTSF)2PF6.

3.3.2. Tire Spin Peierls Instabilitj; Quasi-ID critical SP fluctuations are observed at the

reduced "2kF"
= 7r

la
wave vector in (TMTTF)2PF6 [16bj and AsF6 [37j below about 60 K

and 40 K respectively. As shown Figure 4 the SP response function of the PFô salt diverges on

coohng dowii, leading to a structural phase transition at about T~p =
15 K. Below T~p satellite

reflections are observed at the reduced wave vector qsp =
il /2,1/2,1/2). Unfortunately an

accurate study of the SP transition of (TMTTF)2X could not be performed because of trie great
sensitivity of this ground state to X-ray irradiation damages. Such a study bas been recently
performed in isostructural (BCPTTF)2PF6 and AsF6 138, 4îj salts which are less sensitive to

X-ray irradiation.

Trie charges are more strongly localized in (BCPTTF)2X than
m

(TMTTF)2X
so that trie

uniform spm susceptibility Xs of trie BCPTTF salt exhibits above 100 K trie Bonner and Fisher
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(B.F.) thermal dependence expected for a S
=

1/2 AF chain (Fig. îa). Below TF(~ 100 K in

the PF6 salt) there is a net reduction of x~ from the extrapolated BF behavior, followed by

a rapid drop of x~ below T~p(= 36 K in the PF6 salt). The occurrence of a SP ground state

is
confirmed by the observation of the q~p =

il /2,1/2,1/2) satellite reflections below T~p [38].

The SP transition of (BCPTTF)2K is announced by an important regime of pretransitional

fluctuations which can be observed up to 100 Il in the PF6 salt. At this temperature the

correlation length of the intrachain fluctuations liai amounts to the a parameter Iie the

interdimer or interspm separation). Between 50 K and 100 K the fluctuations are basically

ID (the interchain correlation length is less than the interchain distance). Figures îb and c

give respectively the thermal dependence of the inverse SP response function, xj~, and of

the square of the inverse intrachain correlation length, (j2, in the PF6 salt. Both quantities

show that the SP fluctuations diverge at T~p, as
expected for a

2~~ order transition. It is also

interesting to remark that the deviation at the B-F- thermal dependence occurs
consistently

below TF
~

100 K (Fig. îa) when there is spin pairing on a larger distance fa than the

interspm separation. Trie influence of such ID fluctuations on trie thermal behavior of y~ and

of (~ bas been recently calculated [38bj. Trie theory accounts quantitatively trie experimental

data obtained on trie (BCPTTF)2K salts.

4. The Anion Ordering Transitions

4.1. GENERAL ASPECTS. We bave seen Section 2.3 tl~at non
centrosymmetrical anions X

incorporated in the cavities delimited by the Tà~TSF or
TMTTF molecules are

disordered at

RT. In this case the (TMTSF)2X or
(TMTTF)2X salts formed with these anions undergo a

structural transition upon cooling [48j. Trie critical temperature (TAC), the critical wave vector

(qAo) and trie 1~~ or
2~~ order nature of this transition are

summarized by Table II. In first,

it is interesting to remark that TAC is significantly larger that trie critical temperature of trie

various phase transitions driven by trie donor stack (T~p +~
là K, TN

~
10 K and T~

+~
1 K).

x

' ~~~~~~~~2~~6
#

0 a) T
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In trie (TMTTF)2X family TAC is also, at ambient pressure, lower that trie characteristic
temperature, Tp, associated to trie 4kF charge localization phenomena.

Structural refinements performed
on trie (TMTSF)2Re04 [49j, (TMTSF)2BF4 [50j,

(TMTSF)2Cl04 (51j, (TMTSF)2N03 (13cj and (TMTTF)2Re04 (48ij salts show that trie an-

ions adopt a well defined orientation below TAC. In most of trie cases simple superstructures,
characterized by qAo =

Il /2,1/2,1/2), (0,1/2, Ill), (1/2, 0, 0) or (0, Ill, 0), where there is a
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Table II. Crihcai temperature (TAC), crihcai waue nectar (qAo) and order of the arien

ordering phase transition of some
(T3ITSF)2X and (TMTTF)2X saits (from Rel. f/8/). (*)

Orly a short range order is obserued in (TMTSF)2SCN beiow TAC.

(TMTSF)2X (TMTTF)2X

X TAO order qAo Ref. TAC order qAo Ref.

176 K 1~~ il /2.1/2,1/2) a,j 154 K 1~~ (1/2,1/2,1/2) 1,e

Re04 (lbar) il bar) (weakly)

240 K 2~~ (0,1/2,1/2) b

(17 kbars)

BF4 36 K 1~~ (1/2,1/2,1/2)
c 40 K 1~~ (1/2,1/2,1/2) d

(1 bar) il bar)

FS03 8î.5 K 1~~ (1/2,1/2,1/2) d 58 K 1~~ ?

il bar) il bar)

PF202 136.3 K 2~~ (1/2, +1/4~1/2)

il bar) e,f

13.5.3 K 1~~ il /2,1/2,1/2)

il bar)

Cl04 24 K 2~~ (0,1/2,0) g 70 K 1~~ (1/2,1/2,1/2) j

il bar) il bar)

N03 41 K 2~~ il /2,0,0) a,j 50 K 2~~ (1/2,0,0) d

il bar) il bar)

SCN 90 K see
(0.48, fi, 0.1) h 160 K 2~~ (0,1/2,1/2) k

il bar) (*) il bar)

staggered orientation of trie anions along trie Ill ii, loi11, [100j or [010j crystallographic direc-

tions respectively, are stabilized below TAC. Two exceptions are
(TMTSF)2PF202> forming a

superstructure characterized by trie critical wave vector il /2, +1/4, 0) in a very narrow teIn-

perature range, and (TMTSF)2SCN which exhibits a short range mcommensurate modulation

with a critical wave vector close to il /2,1/3, 0). Structural refinenients show that trie ordering
of tire amen is aise accompanied by ils sl~ift j~- o-1 Àj tram tl~e center of tl~e cavity delimited

by trie organic molecules. In trie case of trie il /2,1/2,1/2) superstructure a sizeable tetramer-

ization (molecular displacements of about o-1 À) of trie organic stacks accompanies trie anion

ordering (AO). Trie organic stack is nearly not perturbated (displacements less than 10~2 À)

at trie (0,1/2,0) AO of (TMTSF)2Cl04 (51j and at trie il /2,0,0) AO of (TMTSF)2N03 (13cj.

Trie AO transition leads to trie orientation and trie displacement of charged entities mside

trie organic cavities and for qAo =
(1/2,1/2,1/2) to trie deformation of these cavities. In

addition trie AO is generally accompanied by an elastic deformation of trie Pî tridinic lattice.

Important variations of trie lattice parameters bave been observed below TAC in trie case of

trie (1/2,1/2,1/2) AO of (TMTSF)2Re04 (52j and of PF202 (48fj. Less important lattice

deformations bave been also detected at trie (0,1/2,0) AO of (TMTSF)2Cl04 (53j. Table I

shows that all trie il /2,1/2,1/2) AO are stabilized after a l~~ order phase transition while trie

other qAo AO are achieved by a
2~~ order phase transition.

Trie non centrosymmetrical aurons which are located in centrosymmetrical cavities bave to

choose their orientation between one of trie two symmetry related oI.ientations, noted I and II in
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Figure 2a. Trie local potential experienced by each anion from its surrounding is thus composed
of two symmetrical wells, as schematically shown Figure 2b. In order to change its orientation

trie anion lias to overcome a barrier potential Îfi. If ~i is much larger thon kBTAO trie kiiietic

elfects associated to individual reorient>ations will influence trie occurrence of trie AO. This is

trie case of (TMTSF)2Cl04 where Î§/kB (estimated at 240 K from NMR measurements) is one

order of magnitude larger than TAC (24 Iii. In such a case trie fraction of ordered anions depends
crucially on trie cooling rate of trie sample near TAC (54j. It is even possible that trie increase

of Î§ under pressure could prevent trie establishment of trie AO transition of (TMTSF)2Cl04
above 4 kbars, as recently suggested by electronic measurements [55j. Low frequency (in trie

Hz range) dependent elfects bave been also observed [56j on trie thermodyiiamics of trie AO

transition of (TMTSF)2BF4. which TAC is of 36 K.

4.2. MECHANISM OF THE AO TRANSITION. The microscopic interactions Îeading to the

AO transitions are not accurately known. The main coupling energy bet~&~een the aurons is

of Coulomb origm. The observation of quasi-isotropic 3D pretransitional fluctuations [48a,jj

on a sizeable temperature (T) range above TAC can be understood by the presence of such

Coulomb forces. In many salts the observation of 3D fluctuations and the occurrence of the AO

transition in the T range where the 2kF CDW or SP fluctuations are not dearly developped
(see Fig. 4 for the PF6 salts) mean that the lD electron gas located on the organic stacks

does not provide the driving force of the AO transition. However its underlying 2kF instability
certainly help to stabilize the il /2,1/2,1/2) superstructure by the gain of electronic energy
due to the opeping of a 2kF gap in the charge and/or spin degrees of freedom. In presence
of these couphngs the AD transition occurs upon cooling for entropy reasons. In the case of

the TMTSF là?] and TMTTF [32j softs of Cl04 the entropy of transition per formulae unit,
/hS, is close to kB In 2, a value expected for the AD between two equivalent orientations. ~S

is however less thon this ideal value in the (TMTSF)2BF4 and Re04 salts [56j.

In salts contaimng tetrahedral anions such as Re04 and Cl04 the superlattice periodicity
stabilized by the AD seems to depend upon a subtle balance between direct Coulomb interac-

tions between anions, which favor
an uniform (q~

=
0) ordering of tetrahedra in stock direction.

aiid mediated interactions, through the enhanced 2kF polarizability of the organic stack, which

favor an alteriiate (qa
=

7rla e 2kF) ordering in stack direction. At ambient pressure trie

mediated interactions dominate in salts with anions, such as Re04, m strong contact with the

organic stack and in the TMTTF salts where the SP response function exhibits a la~&- tempera-

ture divergence [58j. In that case the il /2,1/2,1/2) superstructure formation is accompanied by

a sizeable stock tetramerization. Direct interactions are dominant in the TMTSF salts where

the anioiis are m weaker contact with the organic stock. This in the case of (TMTSF)2Cl04
which finally stabilizes the (0,1/2,0) AD superstructure after a competition ~N.ith high temper-
ature il /2,1/2,1/2) AD fluctuations [59j. The delicate balance between mediated and direct

interactions can Le reversed under pressure. This is the case of (Tà~TSF)2Re04 whose super-
structure critical wave vector changes frorli il /2,1/2,1/2) to (0,1/2,1/2) above about 9 kbars

[48bj.

The qAo of the superstructure stabilized below TAC seems also to depeiid on the shape
of the anion. The (1/2,0~0) AO is only found with the triangular N03 anion. It could be

mainly achieved by direct interactions between the N03 which display very ~veak contacts

with the orgamc stack. In (TMTSF)2N03 the finding below TAO (13cj of an extremely weak

tetramerization of the orgamc stack suggests weak mediated interactions. The (1/2, +1/4,0)
order stabilized in a very narrow terliperature range in

(TMTSF)2PF202 could be due to trie

dipolar nature of the amon [48fj.
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as
well as

their modification at the (1/2,1/2j1/2)

AO in (IIIb). The dots represents the location of the intrastack inversion centers.

4.3. INFLUENCE OF THE AO TRANSITION ON THE ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES. The AD

changes the electrostatic potential seen by the p« electrons on the donor stacks and often drives

a lattice distortion of the stacks themselves. This transition has thus a
considerable influence

on the electronic structure of the Bechgaard salts. These elfects have been discussed in the

literature [60-62j with respect to the change of symmetry of the organic stack induced by the

AQ. Figure 8 illustrates three relevant situations based on the inversion symmetry of the short

and long contacts (I and II in Figs. lb and 2a) established by the anions with the organic

molecules:

. m
(Il, corresponding to the (0,1/2,0) AO, each stack still experiences a 4kF bond potential

from the anions but, because of the doubling of the b periodicity, there are two mequivalent

stocks per unit cell; let say one stack with the anions m
short contact (represented here) and

one. stack with the aniom in long contact. As the anionic potential is no longer the same on

the molecular sites of each kind of stack, the 1D bond structure of these two kinds of stock

is slightly splitted by 2/hAo [61j. Trie Fermi wave vector thus slightly shifts from each side of

k(
=

7r/2a by:

ôkf
=

kF k(
=

+hvf/hAo (5)

. in (III, corresponding to the (0,1/2,11?i AO, the anions alternatively establish long and

short contacts with the organic molecules along trie stock so that its inversion symmetry is lost.

A 4kF potential of site is thus created by this pecular AO periodicity. It adds m
quadrature

with the 4kF bond potential (see (4)).

.
in (III) the stacks are

tetramerized. la) and 16) dilfer by the placement of the inversion

centers with respect to the aniomc sublattice. The configuration (hi, corresponding to the

il /2,1/2,1/2) or
il /2,0,0) AO, is realized in most of trie Bechgaard salts. Trie Il /2,1/4,0) AO

of (TMTSF)2PF202 could be described by alternate il /2,1/2,0) and il /2,0,0) AO sequences

which mixe trie (a) and (b) configurations. For trie configuration (b) trie tetramerization

basically consists in a
dimerization of trie chain of di dimers, which forms long (d[) and

short (d[) interdimer distances. In this respect trie il /2,1/2,1/2) AO transition leads to a

considerable deformation of trie orgamc stacks with for:

.
(TMTSF)2Re041 di

~

d[
+~

3.6 and d[
+~

3.5 [49j

.
(TMTSF)2BF4: di

~
3.54 À, dl

+~

3.56 À and dÎ
'-

3.5 À [Soi

.
(TMTTF)2Re041 di

~

3.45 À, d[
+~

3.6 À and dÎ
'-

3.48 À [48ij
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In consequence trie energy gap, +~
o-1 eV [9j, opened below TAC in trie (TMTSF)2Re04 and

BF4 salts is comparable to (t~) or to trie Fermi energy (EF) of these salts. This
means that

strong coupling theories
are relevant to describe these AO phase transitions. In particular trie

key role of trie anionic potential to drive trie metal-insulator phase transition, associated to trie
il /2,1/2,1/2) structural transformation, bas been already pointed out in trie literature [63j.

Trie il /2,0,0) AO transition of (TMTSF)2N03 although stabilizatiiig trie 2kF periodicity is
not accompanied by a metal-insulator phase transition. Trie semi-metallic behavior observed
below TAC is probably due to trie warping of trie Fermi surface which prevents a complete
gap opening. It also requires trie presence of a weak 2kF gap (/h2k~ < ti) due to trie weak
stack tetramerization and trie weak change of anionic potential. With a Fermi surface weakly
perturbated by trie AO, and still keeping its good nesting conditions, a SDW ground state is
stabilized below TN

=
8 K, at atmospheric pressure, in (TMTSF)2N03.

Trie (0,1/2,1/2) AO leads to phases which electronic nature dilfers in trie TMTTF and
TMTSF salts. In (TMTTF)2SCN (where /hp is relevant below Tp

+~
250 K) trie qAo order

mcreases trie charge localization phenomena [39j (as trie charge and spin degrees of freedom
are already decoupled,

no change of spin susceptibility is observed at TAC
=

160 K when trie
conductivity abruptly decreases [48j). In pressurized (TMTSF)2Re04,

on trie other hand, trie(0,1/2,1/2) AO leads to a better conducting state [64j, showing that trie g3 unklapp scattering
elfects

are not relevant, at least above 10 kbars.
Trie (0,1/2,0) AO of (TMTSF)2 Cl04 bas more subtle elfects. In relaxed samples the salt re-

mains metallic down to low temperature and becomes
a superconductor. In quenched samples

the salt undergoes, at TN
~

4.5 6 K, a SDW transition, as for (TMTSF)2PF6
or pressurized(TMTSF)2Re04. The absence of a SDW transition is generally attributed to bad nesting cbn-

ditions of the Fermi surface. We think that this is especially the case of relaxed (TMTSF)2 Cl04
because of the splitting of the Fermi wave vectors due to the (0,1/2,0) symmetry of the amomc
Potential. By contrast pressurized (TMTSF)2Re04, where such a splitting is not achieved

bY the (0,1/2,1/2) AO, stabilizes
a SDW ground state [64j. This splitting

con be also easily
destroyed. For example if there is a (0,1/2,0) AO local order (on fa

+~

/hQ~~) and if ékf given
by (5) becomes less than /hQa, trie splitting of trie Fermi surface will not ~e relevant so that a
SDW could be stabilized by its nesting. This

is observed, when /hQ~ > (/1Q~)~
~-

10~2 À~~,
m quenched (TMTSF)2Cl04 (54j for rapid enough cooling rates or in alloys with TMTTF [59j
Or Re04 (66j for few percent substituant concentrations. This allows to estimate that in(TMTSF)2Cl04 half the anionic potential amounts to about:

~AO
~-

/~~Fi~Qa)c
~- EFI~Qa)c)

~-
i mev 16)

by taking EF
~

0.25 eV and a =
7 À. Consistently 2/hAo/kB corresponds to TAC

=
24 K. Thesplitting of the band structure due to the amonic potential has been also recently considered toexplain the pecular field induced SDW phase diagram of (TMTSF)2Cl04 and the reentrance

of its metalhc phase at high magnetic field [65j.

4.4. EFFECT OF THE DISORDER. In order to study the competition between the var-
ious instabilities exhibited by trie Bechgaard salts solid solutions of donors, [(TMTSF)1-~

(TMTTF)~j2X, and of aurons, [TMTS(T)Fj2Xi-~Y~ bave been synthetized as well as 2:1 salts
based on trie S/Se hybrid molecule (TMDTDSF)2X. In these compounds TMTTF/TMTSF

orX/Y substitutional disorder
or TMDTDSF orientational disorder

is introduced in the structure.
Incomplete AO, achieved by a rapid coohng of (TMTSF)2Cl04 for example, also mtroduces
disorder

m the structure at low temperature. These disorders hâve a profound influence
on the

electromc mstabilities exhibited by these quasi-ID conductors.
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The influence of trie cooling rate on trie AO transition of (TMTSF)2Cl04 has been studied

in detail in reference [54j. Here let us
recall that whatever trie cooling rate there is always an

(0,1/2,0) AO:

.
for high speed of cooling (> 5 K /min) less than 50% of the Cl04 are ordered. Trie ordered

Cl04 form domains of well defiiied size (L~
+~

~(~
+~

300 À) embedded in a matrix of disordered

cio4i

.
for low speed of cooling (< 1 K/min) more than 90% of the Cl04 are ordered. The ordered

Cl04 also form domams. These domains, which are in close contact to each others, present

a random distribution of size with however an important number of domains of large size

(La
~

iooo À).
We have explained in Section 4.3 how the size of the ordered domains can tune the nesting

properties of the Fermi surface and thus the nature of the ground state of (TMTSF)2Cl04.

Let us now
consider the elfect of trie substitution or

of trie orientational disorder on the AO

transition. Figures 1 and 2 show that in each cavity a
non-centrosymmetrical anion can point

towards the S [Sel atom of one of the two inversion symmetry related near neighbouring TMTTF

[TMTSFj molecules. The orientation of the anion is thus specified by an Ising variable ~ whose

value is
+1(-1) if the amon points towards the molecule labelled I (II). The AO transition can

thus be described by a
phenomenological Ising Hamiltonian:

Ho
"

~ J1j3~J ~~~

l,J

where Jç is trie interaction between anions located at sites i
and j.

In sohd solution [TMTS(T)Fj2Ki-~Yx where a given site can be occupied either by trie amon

X or trie anion Y there is a distribution of Jç interactions. If there is a random distribution of

X and Y species, as in trie (TMTSF)2(Re04)1-~ (Cl04)~ solid solution [67, 68j, trie AO phase

diagram will be described by a random interaction Ising model, as trie one used to interpret

trie spin glasses.
If trie organic stacks are

composed of orientationaly disordered TMDTDSF molecules or of

non
ordered TMTTF and TMTSF molecules, the anions experience three kinds of environment

corresponding to the S-S, Se-S and Se-Se pairs of atoms towards which they can point (Fig. 9).

Among them the Se-S environment breaks locally the inversion symmetry of the cavity (for

example trie O atom of Re04 Prefers to establish a
short contact with trie Se than with the S).

On trie site this elfect can be modeled by a
local field h~ coupled to trie order parameter j.

Trie Hamiltonian (7) will thus becomes:

H
=

Ho +
~j hij (8)

In case of a
raiidom orientational disorder of TMDTDSF il ii or of a random substitution of

TMTSF by trie TMTTF [6îj there is a random distribution of h~. Trie AO phase diagram

will be described by a random field Ising model (plus random interactions if trie mediated

interaction between anions depends on
the S or Se nature of trie atom m

close contact with

the anion).
Random interaction elfects are very important in the (TMTSF)2(Re04)1-~(Cl04)~ solid

solution because (TMTSF)2Re04 and (TMTSF)2Cl04 Present AD transitions with dilferent

critical qAo (Tab. Il). It is found that the (TMTSF)2Re04 Il /2,1/2,1/2) long range order

(LRO) subsists for x < o-à and that the (TMTSF)2Cl04 (0,1/2,0) LRO subsists for x > 0.9î.

For o-à < x < 0.97 both kinds of AO develop competing short range orders (SRO). Trie basic

features of the (T, xl phase diagram of this solid solution can be accounted for by mean field

treatments of the Ising model with random interactions [67, 68j.
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Fig. 9. Schematic illustration of the lattice potential experienced by
an antan m

the Se-Se la), S-S
(b) and S-Se (c) environments.
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Fig. 10. Lorentzian square profile along
a

of the (0,1/2,0) superlattice reflections of (TMTSF)2
Cl04 substituted with 6.5$l of TMTTF (top) and with 7$l of Re04 (bottom).
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Random field elfects have been considered Ill] in (TMDTDSF)2X salts with X
=

Re04
and BF4. The random interactions are not important in these salts because the (TMTSF)2X
and (TMTTF)2X salts develop il /2,1/2,1/2) AO with similar TAC (Tab. III. Random field

elfects are not relevant in (TMDTDSF)2Re04 which exhibits a il /2,1/2,1/2) LRO at a TAC("
165 K) intermediate between those of (TMTSF)2Re04 and (TMTTF)2 Re04. On trie other

hand random field elfects are important in (TMDTDSF)2BF4 which develops a il /2,1/2,1/2)
SRO at lower temperature ("TAC"

~
22 K) than trie average TAC of (TMTSF)2BF4 and of

(TMTTF)2BF4.
In trie SRO case, Figure 10 shows that trie profile of trie AO superlattice reflections bas a

lorentzian square shape. Such a profile con be explained by a random distribution of size of

ordered domains [69j or by the destruction of the LRO by random fields [70j.

5. Concluding Remarks

The Bechgaard salts and related compounds exhibit a very ricin phase diagram with competing
mstabilities. Some of these instabilities are caused by trie quasi-ID p« electron gas. Because

of trie lD diaracter of trie electron gas trie electron-electron interactions bave a magnified
importance which can lead, in trie sulfur analogues, to a 4kF CDW localization and thus to a

decoupling between charge and spin degrees of freedom, then finally to SP or AF ground states.

In trie case of relevant interchain tunneling coupling, which restores trie Fermi liqmd behavior,
trie Fermi surface remains open. Trie nesting of its warped shape leads to 2kF density wave

ground states. When trie nesting is suppressed (under pressure or m presence of trie (0,1/2,0)
AO) superconductivity is observed.

The second important feature of the Bechgaard salts is the key influence of the amonic

sublattice. In first, such a sublattice controls the degree of dimerization of the organic stacks

and thus the nature of its electronic instability. In second, any structural mstability or phase
transition driven by the anions (such as their ordering) will either perturb the structural

organization of the organic stacks and for will modify the anionic potential experienced by the

p« electrons located on these stacks.

Some of these features will be lost and some of them will remain when the electromc di-

mensionality of the p« electron gas is increased to two in the BEDTTTF family of organic
salts. The 2kF instabilities of the electron gas, associated to the nesting properties of its

Fermi surface, will be deteriorated by its closing. A "2kF" CDW ground state is still oh-

served in (BEDTTTF)2Re04 1?ii. However the 1~~ order nature of this transition is unusual

for a CDW-Peierls instability and the interchain interactions are such that its Fermi surface

shows both closed and open parts [î2j. An incommensurate CDW modulation has been also

found in fl-(BEDTTTF)2J3 (73j. Such a transition is driver by the conformational ordering
of the ethylene groups of the BEDTTTF molecule (this modulation is not stabilized in the

isostructural X
=

IBr2 and AuI2 salts where the ethylene groups are already ordered at RT).
Trie ordering of trie ethylene groups seems to control trie subtle phase diagram exhibited by
fl-(BEDTTTF)213 (î4j. However it bas been recently noticed [9j that trie experimentally de-

termined intralayer components of trie incommensurate modulation seem to achieve a good
nesting of trie flat parts of its 2D Fermi surface. This nesting elfect, which accompanies trie

ethylene ordering process, could thus help to stabilize trie mcommensurate modulation. This

nesting, which reduces trie density of states at trie Fermi level could explam why trie critical

temperature T~ of trie supraconducting ground state is depressed in trie modulated state of

fl-(BEDTTTF)313 [5j.
Very important structural aspects of trie (BEDTTTF)2X salts are conditioned by trie pres-

ence of hydrogen bond linkages between trie aurons X and trie layers of BEDTTTF donors [6j.
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Thus any deformation of the anionic sublattice will mduce a deformation of trie BEDTTTF
sublatticej which could bave important consequences for trie electromc interactions

m trie
conducting layers. In many BEDTTTF salts structural transitions, generally towards simple

superstructures, bave been observed. This is for example trie case of trie 12 K organic supercon-
ductor ~-(BEDTTTF)2Cu[N(CN)jBr which doubles its c lattice periodicity below 200 K [75j.

Trie driving force of such a phase transition is not known, but trie instability could be caused
by some constraints having their origm in trie anionic sublattice. Further work is necessary
m order to characterize trie structural transitions exhibited by trie BEDTTTF softs and to

understand their influence
on trie electroiiic properties.
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